MIDLAND CHOW CHOW CLUB

30TH NOVEMBER, 2014

SPECIAL AWARDS CLASSES.
Junior
1. Carr MAIXING EASTERN PRINCESS TO GUANEZHOU A cream with dark
clean eyes, thick well placed ears.m Good reach of neck and spring of rib, with a high
set tail. I would prefer a little more bone. Well balanced and has tight cat feet.
Moved well both ways and excellent presentation.
2. Flavell WILLCHOW MAMMA MIA WITH SIAMDEL Black with a stronger
head than one but not overdone. Correct bite, excellent pigmentation, eyes dark and
clean, well padded muzzle and thick small ears. I would like more reach of neck. she
is well sprung in body and has a high tail set. Well boned, very well presented, just
lost out to one on movement.
Post Graduate
1. Brown LECHAN CAPTAIN JACK Black with a pleasing head, thick ears,
correct bite, very good pigment and dark clean eyes. Good reach of neck and good
spring of rib, tail set on high. For his size I would like more bone. Moved well in
both directions, a bit out of coat today.
2. Ridding MIKETILLA MR RAFFLES AT KOMATSU Red with very nice type
head, dark, clean, dry eyes, correct bite, thick ears and flat broad skull. Good reach of
neck and holds himself nicely. Good tailset, movement OK and very well presented.
3. Southgate’s SANTICANA SMOKIN JOE
Open.
1. Douse SHASADEE’S DHIMOND TEE-ARRA Lovely head, eyes dark and
clean, excellent pigment, correct bite, thick well placed ears. Good reach of neck and
spring of rib, high tailset. Well boned and nicely balanced outline. Well presented and
moved correctly both ways.
2. Carr GUANEZHOU SILK N LINEN Nice head with all the same attributes of the
one above. She also has good reach to her neck and well sprung body. A bit light in
bone for her good size, moved well but tends to be a bit close at the rear. Preferred
the overall balance of the first.
Derek Bishop

